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This newsletter features information, views and updates on
Youth Criminal Justice Issues.
What’s the matter with kids today?
Lee Ann Chapman, staff lawyer
Rebellious subjects, enemies to peace,
Profaners of this neighbour-stained steel 1
A student of history would be aware that since
humans began to record their thoughts (and
perhaps before), there have been continuous
complaints that teenagers are currently more
violent and aggressive than in previous
generations. That tradition continues to this day.
Many people base their perceptions on newspaper
headlines, or perhaps more personal anecdotal
evidence. Last fall a government appointed
member of the Safe Schools Task Force claimed
that schools are dangerous places, and that
“young people are not like when we grew up”,
using the Columbine high school killings as his
example.
Even before he became Minister of Justice, Mr.
Toews also lamented about the good old days. As
a backbencher he told parliament that “Canadians
are growing increasingly more concerned over the
violence associated with youth crime”. Claiming
that over the past three decades violent youth
crime has increased by over 300%.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
STEPHEN LAMONT
The recent election of a Conservative minority
government in Ottawa, in part based on campaign
promises to “get tough on crime”, is likely to pose a
set of new challenges for Justice for Children &
Youth, as well as for all those concerned about the
impact of the legal system on young people. The new
federal Justice Minister has grabbed headlines with
various hardline statements on crime and legal
policy. In doing so he has made some pointed
remarks about the necessity of making young
offenders more “accountable” and “responsible” for
criminal acts, and has spoke openly about providing
more “effective punishment” for youth charged with
offences under the Youth Criminal Justice Act. One
specific change that has been suggested is an
amendment to the YCJA that will include
“deterrence” and even “denunciation” within the
mandatory sentencing principles to be considered by
the courts. All of this is a clear signal that the new
government will be seeking to have harsher sentences
imposed upon young people. Such a policy is of
course deeply troubling to our organization and to
others whose concern is with the legal rights of young
people. We will continue to attempt to educate
lawmakers and the public generally on how entirely
ill-conceived such “get tough” policies are, but in
addition we will continue to be among those who
insist that Canada’s must observe its international
obligations with respect to the special legal1 rights…
… continued on page 7

Thoughts from the Executive Director
It has taken some time since the enactment of the Youth Criminal Justice Act (YCJA) for test
cases to move through the court system. Justice for Children and Youth has intervened in four
important cases: one at the Ontario Court of Appeal (considering the constitutionality of
presuming that in certain cases young people will receive adult sentences); three at the
Supreme Court of Canada (whether deterrence is a sentencing factor under the Youth
Criminal Justice Act, whether the test for taking DNA for the national data bank should be
the same for children as for adults, and what qualifies as a violent offence in order to consider
custody as a sentence).
Why have these cases been important? Before the Youth Criminal Justice Act, youth crime in
Canada was governed by the Young Offenders Act. Under that legislation, Canada
incarcerated more young people than any other democratic country. Parliament evidently
felt that the response of police, crown attorneys and youth courts could not be changed by
tinkering with the Young Offenders Act. Brand new, comprehensive legislation was required.
The new legislation gave express discretion to police officers to warn young people, and
attorneys refer them to programs that may be more effective in altering risky or anti-social
behaviour. The YCJA also tries to make jail the sentence of last resort, to be used when other
sentences will not protect the public or are simply not appropriate.
Courts, crown attorneys and police respond to public perceptions, whether accurate or not. If
the public believes that young people are more violent than in the past, that the youth
murder rate is up, that Canada is less safe than it used to be, police, crowns and courts might
attempt to reassure the public that it can have faith in its justice system which is responsive to
public fears. Crown attorneys and police officers will seek harsher results than were imposed
back when things were safer. The difficulty with this approach is that it is based on
perceptions, not on evidence. The youth murder rate has remained stable in Canada for
many, many years. Youth crime rates, overall, continue to decline, with small aberrations in
any given year. There is not good evidence that harsh sentences deter youthful criminal
behaviour.
Nonetheless, it is not surprising that crown attorneys pushed for harsh interpretations of the
YCJA. And it is not surprising that Justice for Children and Youth intervened to push for
interpretations that are consistent with the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child and with the best interests of children. Thus far, the Ontario Court of Appeal and the
Supreme Court of Canada have agreed that the criminal justice system should be and is
different for young people than for adults, and that rehabilitation of at-risk youth will make
a safer society in the long term than retribution that placates a groundless public perception.
Now, if I only knew how to get that same public to base its perceptions on evidence.
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StUdEnTs!!!
Jennifer Strate
Jennifer received a Donner Canada Fellowship through Pro Bono Students Canada to spend the summer
working with the clinic. She is creating public legal education materials for elementary school students, doing
client intake, and creating a report on the use of extrajudicial measures in various regions of Ontario to
examine their impact on youth court rates. Currently a University of Toronto law student, Jennifer is
beginning the combined J.D./Criminology Master’s program this September. Working with the clinic this
summer has given Jennifer hands-on experience with legal concepts examined during the year and builds on
her interest in youth education and justice advocacy.

Lana Saleh
Lana Saleh has just completed her second year in the French common law program at Ottawa University. She
received a social justice fellowship from her school allowing her to work in her desired field. She chose to gain
in experience in children’s law a long standing passion of hers. She came to Justice for Children and the Youth
at the end of May and will be working there full time until the beginning of August. During her placement she
will be working conducting research, fielding intakes and working on various projects that come up. She is
currently researching children’s participation rights in education, for an upcoming conference at Brock
University. Lana hopes to devote her career to children’s rights on both a national and international level, as a
result this placement is invaluable to her. She is thrilled to be working alongside lawyers that are at the
forefront of everything children’s law related and looks forward to learning as much as she can.

Iris Bar-Haim
Iris Bar-Haim joins us as an articling student on secondment from Blake, Cassels & Graydon. A graduate of the
McGill Faculty of Law, Iris’ interest in public and appellate litigation bring her to JFCY. Iris is happy to be
learning a great deal about education and youth criminal law at JFCY, and she is enjoying the legal clinic
atmosphere and the direct client contact the clinic offers.

Fran McNutt
Fran has been with us since April 2006 and is a co-op student from Rosalie Hall. When she first started, she
was very nervous but that was short lived.
Her goal was to only surround herself with positive people, people that she can learn and grow from. She feels
that she learns something new either about the office criteria or about herself. She feels that she is getting the
best of both worlds because she loves kids and enjoys helping people. She feels that after working here with the
staff, it will be difficult for any other work place to measure up to.

Jennifer Schaffer
Jennifer has been working at Justice for Children and Youth as an articling student since January. She also been
a member of the policy and positions committee since she returned to Canada five years ago. Before that she
practised as a lawyer in the United States, specializing in juvenile and appellate work as an assistant public
defender for the Ohio Public Defender’s Commission. She has a Master and Bachelors of Arts in Political
Science from University of Toronto and did her first year of law school at Queen’s University before moving to
Athens, Ohio, where she completed a Juris Doctor and was admitted to the Ohio Bar in 1996. Articling at
JFCY has been inspiring and extremely enlightening. Her previous experience working with troubled youth in
rural Ohio exposed her to a juvenile justice system that was fairly regressive in terms of recognizing children’s
rights, let alone enforcing them. Working at JFCY has exposed her to a very principled and tenacious approach
to child advocacy, one that seems greatly needed in education as well as youth criminal justice matters. She has
enjoyed and benefited from the opportunity at JFCY to work both directly with youth, as well as for them
through legislative advocacy.
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Voices of our new YAC membe
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wnsview Second
Stephanie Latchminarine: I am a grade 12 at Do
n after I graduate.

Michael John:

Currently attending

Downsview High School, originally from
Sierra Leone, West Africa, and has been
living in Canada for the last three years. I
plan on going to York University to study
social sciences, and plan on trying to make
a difference in my community and society.
I feel YAC will offer links and resources to
help him achieve my goals.

Chelsea Dowan-Keesickquay
ash:
Chelsea

My name is
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o but am originally
from Winnipeg. I
am Native (Cree)
, and went to
First Nations Sch
ool of Toronto and
am now in
grade 11 at Centra
l Technical School
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sister.
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Lacy James:

Joel Douglas:

A very special
congratulations to
the YAC’ers who
have graduated
and all the best to
you in your new
adventures and
aspirations!!

My name is Joel a.k.a. Jojo, and
I’m from Toronto. I’m a twin and at this point in
time I’m living with my mom, my grandma, and
my twin. I am 17 and my goal is to be an actor/
director some day. I work with Student
Commission (Project Peace) and this Youth Action
Committee as well. I’m working to help the youth
in this city inform themselves of their rights and
privileges as youth of Toronto.

YAC contact person:
Emily at chane@lao.on.ca
or 416-920-1633
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Jackson v. Toronto Catholic District School Board et al., (2006) Ontario Divisional Court
Justice for Children and Youth was granted intervener standing in a judicial review of an
expulsion of an 11 year old boy from a Toronto school. This is one of the first cases before the
Ontario Divisional Court to address the application of the Safe Schools Act which has led to a
significant increase in the number of students expelled from Ontario public schools. At issue in
the case are the legal requirements for a fair hearing in an appeal of a limited expulsion by the
principal. Justice for Children and Youth is also arguing that children have a constitutional right
to education under s.7 of the Charter.
We are waiting for a decision from the courts.
K. B. -and-T. M. v. Toronto District School Board –and- Louie Papathanasakis
(principal) Emery Collegiate Institute ( court file 55/06)
Justice for Children and Youth is intervening as a “friend of the court” at a judicial review at the
Superior Court of Justice. Lawyers at Justice for Children and Youth will argue that a principal,
and school board cannot use powers under ss. 265 (1)(m) and 305 of the Education Act to
transfer students to another school once the student’s suspensions have been completed and
they would otherwise return to their home school. The judicial review also concerns whether
the principal, and the school board, acted fairly when they used the provisions ss.265 (1)(m)
and 305 to transfer the exceptional student for safety reasons. The case has been adjourned
so that the school board can bring an application before the Ontario Court of Justice (youth
criminal court) for directions on whether the board can disclose youth records that the police
gave to the school board. The judicial review will most likely be heard in late August or early
September 2006.
R. v. R.C. [ 2005] 3 S.C.R. 99
Justice for Children and Youth intervened in this case as a “friend of the court” before the
Supreme Court of Canada in 2005. Lawyers at Justice for Children and Youth successfully
argued that in deciding whether to order DNA from a young person the trial judge must take
into account the underlying principles and objectives of the youth criminal justice legislation as
well as those in international law. The Court stated that taking and retention of a DNA sample
constitutes a grave intrusion on a person's right to personal and informational privacy, and that
Parliament in creating a separate criminal justice system for young persons, recognized their
heightened vulnerability and has sought to extend enhanced procedural protections to them.
The Supreme Court also stated that the U. N. Convention on the Rights of the Child was
incorporated in the Youth Criminal Justice Act.
B.V.N.-and-B.W.P. v. Her Majesty the Queen
Lee Ann Chapman
On June 22, 2006 the Supreme Court of Canada delivered their judgment in this case . The
deliberate omission to include deterrence in the Youth Criminal Justice Act indicated that
Parliament chose not to incorporate that principle in the youth sentencing regime. Accordingly,
neither specific nor general deterrence is to be considered under the Youth Criminal Justice
Act.
Justice for Children and Youth appeared at interveners at the Supreme Court of Canada on
these two cases which were heard together, appealing decisions from the Courts of Appeal in
British Columbia and Manitoba. Justice for Children and Youth argued that general deterrence
plays no part, either philosophically, legislatively or at international law in the sentencing of
young persons under the YCJA and that applying deterrence to the sentencing of young people
would undermine the sentencing principles expressed in the YCJA..
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… Message from the Chair (continued from page 1) beyond the provision of direct legal aid services.
Public education, intervention in public policy
… of children and youth, such as those inscribed in litigation, lobbying activities – all these are
important elements of the mandate of Justice for
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Children & Youth, but all cost money. We know
Child. Fundamentally, it must be recognised by
that we cannot depend solely on public funds to
our governments that young people have an
support our aims and it is not our desire to do so.
inherent right to a justice system that takes into
account their special circumstances as growing and Our Board is thus embarking on a specific
fundraising program to generate money to expand
developing individuals. We will continue to
our services and programs and we as a Board are
advance this cause whatever public agendas
very excited about the extent to which a successful
appear to animate our politicians in Ottawa.
fundraising campaign will allow the Clinic to
Our Board of Directors at JFCY consists of a wide- grow. We are of course always grateful for the
ranging group of individuals, from all walks of life, continued financial support of all of our members,
but in addition I would invite any of our members
who share these kind of basic concerns about the
legal rights and needs of young people. Recently, with an interest in supporting our fundraising
plans – either financially or by providing their time
the Board has been devoting a considerable
to assist in projects or planning – to contact the
amount of its time to the development of
Clinic offices to volunteer or to donate. These are
fundraising plans for the clinic. While we are
grateful for the support shown to the clinic by the challenging times for our young people and we
provincial funding behind Legal Aid Ontario (and encourage all of our members to step up to help us
to help them meet and surmount these challenges.
for other sources of public funding), as an
organization we are committed to expansion our
programs and services so that we can improve our
ability to assist young people facing legal issues,

This has been true over the past
decades and continues to be true. For
example, in 1994, a national survey
found that over two-thirds (68%) of
Once in power, he stated that he
Canadians believed that crime rates
planned to revamp the Youth
had increased over the previous five
Criminal Justice Act, calling it a
years. In reality, crime statistics in
“failure” in a March 1 article in the
1994 showed a 5% decline, the third
Ottawa Sun. The Conservative
consecutive drop in police-recorded
election platform vowed to hold
crime. With respect to violent crime,
youth criminals to account and to
the contrast between public
provide "effective punishment" for
perception and reality was even more
adolescents who commit serious
It may be true that there has been an striking. In 1994 the violent crime
crimes. The plan also called for
rate declined by the largest margin
increase in concerns or fear over
offenders 14 years or older charged
since 1962. Despite this, almost half
youth crime in the past couple of
with a serious violent offence, or
the polled public thought that there
years. However, public perceptions
repeat offences, to be automatically
subject to adult sentencing provisions, appear to be tied to media coverage of had been a "great increase" in violent
crime. However, when the media and
the official crime statistics, rather
and an amendment to include
government officials reported the
than real information. The general
deterrence and denunciation as
statistics that showed a decrease in
finding from opinion surveys is that
mandatory sentencing principles.
crime, despite the public response
Further, even children under 12 who most people believe that crime rates
are rising, regardless of actual trends. adjusted accordingly.
engage in criminal acts would no
7
… What’s the matter with kids
today? (continued from page 1)

longer escape the long arm of the law
under a revamped youth justice act!
He claimed that social workers and
the child welfare system were ill
equipped to deal with young children
with troubling behaviours , and rather
than provide the resources which
those agencies have been crying out
for, he announced these children
should be turned over to the police
and the criminal justice system.

then including 1998/99, the year
of the Columbine killings where
there was a 40% drop in violent
deaths. Fewer kids have
committed violent acts in schools,
however, there has been an
increase in headline grabbing
multiple killings by a very few
individuals. Is this a basis for
harsher punishments for all kids?
Do we really want to base our
laws on disturbed and abhorrent
Crimes of violence (as well as
property crimes) by people under behaviour of the few? Further,
18 years of age have continuously do deterrents work?
dropped since 2001, and
Previous to the Columbine
continued to drop after the new
Youth Criminal Justice Act came killings, 47 states had changed
into force, according to the most their laws to allow youth to be
prosecuted as adults. By 2000
recent numbers reported by
12,000 youth were being
Statistics Canada.
transferred to adult courts (70%
African American males are
It is possible that any one year
transferred to adult court). The
can increase, (no statistics
available for the past year that we years 1994-1997 saw an increase
of 35% in the number of people
are aware of), but it does not
under 18 years of age serving
point to a trend. As these
statistics are based on numbers of time in adult prisons. This,
despite irrefutable data for the
young people charged, not
convicted, one cannot point to an U.S. Department of Justice, that
treating juveniles as adults both
overly lenient youth criminal
increases recidivism and
justice system to explain the
decline in crime. Further more,
violence. 2
What has also been relatively
While it may appear to be an easy
constant is that the proportion of answer and politically popular,
youth charged with violent
locking up young people does not
offences is less than adults. Most make us safe in the long run,
youth commit property crimes,
quite the opposite. We need to
the largest percentage being theft. get to the root problems of antisocial behaviour. Most young
Canadians are no different than
violent offenders have an early
their American counterparts in
history of aggressive behaviour
this respect. Let’s go back to the that escalates.
statement about Columbine as the
indicator of how dangerous
Early detection and intervention
schools have become. The U.S. has been the constant mantra of
Department of Justice statistics
academics, psychologists and
show that 1992/1993 was the
public health officials in both
high water mark for violent
Canada and the United States.
deaths associated with schools. It Young people who experience
has declined every year since
violence, either in the home or
If Mr. Toews is right and
Canadians (or at least the
Canadians he listens to) are
becoming more concerned with
youth crime, this is not news.
Most importantly it is not
connected to reality as shown by
official government statistics; but
rather perceptions based on media
headlines.

the community are much more
likely to act out aggressively.
Children who experience corporal
punishment are more likely to be
convicted of serious crimes (34%
versus 14%). 3
Inconsistent parenting, family
stressful life events, poverty and
lack of positive supervised
activities outside of school, have
all been identified time and again
as factors which largely
contribute to aggressive
behaviours in young people.
What does this tell us? At the
very least, that our laws should be
based on informed thought and
research, rather than on what is
politically expedient. While some
youth crime may result in
disturbing and violent outcomes,
as well as sensational headlines,
the vast majority of young people
do not commit violent offences.
Nor are they likely to be
influenced by tougher sentencing.
In fact the highest rates of youth
crime occurred during the years
of the Young Offenders Act, our
most punitive regime of youth
criminal justice. Further, the Youth
Criminal Justice Act already
provides for adult sentences for
serious violent offences. Young
people as a group should not be
vilified, nor should they have to
face the consequences of more
draconian laws should they
commit a crime. Most young
people who commit crimes are
involved in relatively minor
property offences, and the
empirical evidence
overwhelmingly supports that
locking them up does more harm
than good.
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Young people are already facing
greater scrutiny and more serious
consequences for their actions. As a
result of the Safe Schools Act
amendments, many schools in
Ontario now have policies which
require them not only to suspend or
expel the student, but to call the
police for a list of “offences”, even
those which are relatively minor.
The school yard fight, or theft of
someone’s hat, now results in police
contact, and often criminal charges
for assault or theft, as well as a loss
of education. Three decades ago
schools were more likely to call in
the parent than the police. Taking
away discretion from principals,
judges, and other decision makers
who are in the best position to know
how to deal with the young person
in front of them has resulted in an

increased criminalization of young
people.

our government to develop laws and
policies based on these factors
derived from empirical evidence,
Alternatively, focusing on
rather than responding to public fear
rehabilitation not only recognises
based on shocking headlines. We
that people are more likely to make need to invest in our young people
bad choices when they are
by allocating funds to programs,
adolescents than at any other time in education, and other resources to
their lives, but it ultimately protects ensure young people are in a
us all. Unlike adults, the rates of
position to make better choices,
recidivism for young people are
rather than the constructing more
extremely low, if they are kept out prisons to incarcerate our youth.
of the prison system. Most acts are
1.
Romeo and Juliet: reference to the Capulet &
based on a host of environmental
Montague gangs
factors out of their control as well as 2.Snyder H, Sickmund M: Juvenile Offenders &
Victims: 1999 National Report, Washington D.C.,
a lack of mature judgement, poor
U.S. Department of Justice 1999.
impulse control, and a greater
3.
Youth & Violence: Connecting the Dots to
4
reliance on peer influences. This Prevent Violence. Dec. 2000, Commission to
Prevent Youth Violence. Murray Straus Phd,
does not excuse aggressive
Commission Testimony, May 2000.
behaviour, but explains why we
4.
Less Guilty By Reason of Adolescence: A
should use a different approach with Developmental Perspective on Adolescence and
the Law, by Laurence Steinberg, Temple
young people. It is incumbent on

A Brief History of Youth Criminal Justice in Canada
1908 JUVENILE DELINQUENTS ACT COMES INTO
FORCE

Child welfare approach that included informal procedures and
significant judicial discretion.

1984 YOUNG OFFENDERS ACT COMES INTO FORCE

More emphasis on youth responsibility, society's right to be
protected from illegal acts, special rights and needs of youth.

1992 AMENDMENTS TO YOA

Increased maximum length of sentences in youth court from
three years to five years for murder and clarified rules for
transferring youth to adult court.

1995 AMENDMENTS TO YOA

Increased youth court maximum sentence for murder to ten
years, created a presumption of transfer to adult court for 16and 17-year olds charged with serious violent offences,
allowed victim impact statements in youth court, and
supported better information sharing among youth justice
professionals.

2003 YOUTH CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACT COMES INTO
FORCE

In response to very high numbers of incarcerated youth and
calls for stiffer sentences for serious violent offences. The age
of presumption of adult sentencing is lowered to fourteen
years. The new Act focuses on rehabilitation and reintegration
and recognizes the greater dependency of young persons and
their reduced level of maturity.
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JOIN JFCY ONLINE
FOR THE LAUNCH OF OUR NEWLY
DESIGNED WEBSITE
On July 20, 2006 Justice for Children and
Youth will launch our new site at
www.jfcy.org
Go online for more legal information,
download our publications, find out what we
are doing in the courts on youth rights
issues, and much more…

Web-designer: orange habitat
Artwork: Tariq Sami of Histrionics
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Membership Application Form
YES, I am interested in becoming involved with Justice for Children and Youth.
[ ] I would like to become a member of Justice for Children and Youth.
[ ] I would like to renew my membership.
Please enrol me as:
[ ] An individual member, $20.00
[ ] A sustaining member, $100.00 (Lifetime)
[ ] YAC members, free

[ ] An organization, $50.00
[ ] A youth member, under 18, free
[ ] Students, free

NAME/ORGANIZATION:

ADDRESS:
____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Email Address: __________________________________________________________
Business Telephone #: ______________________________
(include area code)
Home Telephone #: ___________________________
(include area code)
I am interested in serving on the following committee(s):
[ ] Policy Committee
[ ] Fundraising Committee

[ ] Youth Advisory Committee
[ ] Community Development Committee

Please find enclosed membership fee of $ _______ and a donation of $ _______
(charitable donations receipts will be issued)

Thank You for Your Contribution
JUSTICE FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH
Canadian Foundation for Children, Youth and the Law
1203-415 Yonge Street
Toronto, ON M5B 2E7
Tel: (416) 920.1633
Fax: (416) 920.5855
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